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Spoken word season with hip-hop rhythm, blended with r&b, with a touch of blazing anointed poetic flows.

12 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Poetry, URBAN/R&B: Soul Details: what happen if god decided that he

wanted to use a poet that delivers nothing but sexual pieces to help set the captive free? a little sample

from a piece call candylicker i sometimes wonder if i am a fiend. because i have a passion to lick deep

strokes like a little kid licking ice cream. oh yeah, best believes that she is going to scream. my tongue is

like an automatic whipping machine that will have you wet before you even start to dream.see this freak

will go to the extreme and my tongue is train so ill never sink as i swim downstream.see i like to part a

woman open like moses did the red sea.tasting sweetness of honey everytime i penetrate her peach

tree.sucking juices like a bee do nectar from a flower.im determined to devour all of her world power.

leaving her with vibes and feeling you cant even experience during a free happy hour. i love poetry, all

kinds of poetry and ill listen to any poet that spit lyrics on the mic. from love to nature. to sex to politics. im

afraid that the devil is taking what we created that is beautiful and using it in a way to corrupt people

minds. i came back in the game to spit flows for the one who was spit on for me. poetry started with the

lord so i was call to be apart of something that the world is about to feel. my name is freknardo

(frek-nar-doe) my real name is flenardo (flin-ar-doe) and now is the time to set the captive free from

slavery. this cd is full of motivation, mad inspiration, giving hope to people during their trials and

tribulations. i been writing poetry since 96 and i always dream of being on stage rocking the mic til the

room fall with silence. in this world, some people are slave to sin and they need freedom. freedom from

the devils playground. there is nothing wrong with sex but it should be with the one you love and not with

everyone else. this world is filled with hate and it is time to start reunited people back with their first love

so they can stop being in spiritual pain. i got caught up in mad trouble because of sex and i owe god my
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life for giving me a chance to get it together. every poet, rapper, singers gift comes from god so i believe

and pray that we all will be rocking mics in heaven together. my encounter with god came when i wasnt

ready to leave my life of sin. i tried church but i couldnt blend in and it seem like everybody wanted you to

change. i quit writing poetry for awhile because i thought that a name like freknardo could not mix in with

the church crowd. i saw a poet name ty scott in birmingham who helps ignite a flame inside of me to once

again start spitting. i then realize that god can use whatever and whoever regardless of what the world

think to blaze heat. i start working on my craft in 02 and then i was deployed to kuwait in 03 and that is

where the self healing start transforming in my soul. god is so good that he took the word freak and

showed me that it mean different, abnormal, unusually, set apart. set apart mean santicified and with this

cd i guarantee it will be different from the rest. i left the iraqi freedom war with a new mind and i also

realize that the devil is a pimp. he is so smooth that he has us doing wrong, feeling like there is no hope,

and have us thinking that god doesnt love us. i refused to live my life with the devil as my master so im

taking my freedom back.
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